We performed measurements of overtone band of CO using cavity-enhanced Fouriertransform spectrometer with sub-nominal resolution. The system performance allows to study collisional effects not described by the Voigt profile and precise determination of line parameters.
Introduction
The cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy using the optical frequency comb (FC-CEAS) realizes highly sensitive measurements in a wide wavelength range thanks to simultaneous resonance of a high number of comb modes with a high-finesse cavity. The FC-CEAS employing Fourier-transform spectroscopy (FTS) is a powerful tool to detect low-pressure gas spectra with weak transitions and narrow line widths. Recently, FTS with sub-nominal resolution was reported, which can achieve high resolution surpassing the conventional FTS and exploit high precision of stabilized comb modes [1, 2] . This technique provides instrumental-line-shape-free spectra, enabling accurate line shape acquisition. We apply the FC-CEAS and comb-mode resolved FTS to study the line shapes of the second overtone band (0 ) of CO with weak absorption transitions in near infrared region (1560-1600 nm). Our previous study using cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) with a cw laser reported line-shape parameters of a few lines in the transition [3] . In this work, we demonstrated massively parallel acquisition of precise line-shape of more than 20 spectral lines with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in far shorter acquisition time than the CRDS, and showed the high potential of FC-CEAS for the precise line shape study.
Experimental Setup
A schematic of the FC-CEAS using FTS is shown in Fig. 1(a) . We used an erbium-doped-fiber laser based comb, and the output was coupled into a cavity with a finesse of 21000. The comb repetition rate (frep) and free spectral range (FSR) of the cavity are 250 MHz. The comb modes are locked by two-point PDH locking scheme [4] to match every cavity resonance mode. Furthermore, the frep was phase-locked to a synthesizer output referencing GPSdisciplined clock through feedback to a piezo-electric transducer attached on an enhancement cavity mirror. Since the transmission of the comb is limited by dispersion of the cavity, we optimized wavelengths of the two-point PDH lock to obtain transmission around the CO absorption band. Figure 1(b) shows a transmission spectrum of the cavity from a measurement of R branch lines. The measured sample was a CO-Ar mixture with carbon monoxide concentration of 1000 ppm. The high-finesse cavity was filled with the sample, and the measurements were performed in pressure range from 10 to 700 Torr. The spectra were acquired with a home-built FTS system. The optical path difference of the interferometer was calibrated using a stabilized He-Ne laser at 632.8 nm. We obtained interferograms with a length of about 1.2 m corresponding to c/frep, and treated the data according to the procedure in [2] to remove instrumental line shape of the FTS system. As a result, the absorption spectra fully utilize the high frequency accuracy of stabilized comb modes. To increase density of spectral elements beyond frep, comb mode frequencies were scanned with a step of 50 MHz (corresponding to the frep step of 65 Hz) and interleaved. Figure 2 shows normalized and interleaved cavity transmission spectrum around the R at a sample pressure of 100 Torr with 50 averages. The acquisition time of a single spectrum was 4 s, resulting in 17 min total time for spectrum with spacing of 50 MHz. The normalization removed large fringes in the transmission spectrum ( Fig.1(b) ), and the resulting spectrum achieved SNR up to 1200. The characteristic distortion of the spectral shapes visible in many lines is a result of molecular dispersion of the gas sample inside the cavity [4] . This effect is relatively strong due to the use of a high-finesse cavity in our experiment. Figures 3 (a-c) show zooms of the R(4) line measured at 10, 100 and 700 Torr, respectively, and the fitting residuals with the Voigt profile (VP) and the speed-dependent VP (SDVP) are shown below the spectrum. The fitting model includes the molecular dispersion term according to [5] . The VP fit shows a good agreement with the observed line shape at 10 Torr, but lines observed at 100 and 700 Torr show systematic w -shaped discrepancies. Better agreement with these lines is obtained using the SDVP, which takes into account speed dependence of collisional width. The quality factors (QF) of SDVP fits of these lines are 278 and 319, respectively, which constitutes more than threefold improvements over the VP fits. A similar analysis can be performed on all the lines in R and P branch obtained in our study, and detailed discussion of collision-induced effects including both speed dependence of line-shape parameters and the Dicke narrowing will be presented.
Results and conclusions
The FC-CEAS employing FTS with sub-nominal resolution was successfully applied to observation of collisional effects not described by the Voigt profile. The results showed that our system can be used to perform accurate line shape study for tens of lines with acquisition times orders of magnitude shorter than with CRDS spectrometers based on cw lasers. The method will allow for a detailed verification of theoretical calculations of collisional line-shape parameters for the whole band, which is crucial for determination of line-shape parameters values for future spectral databases. 
